Add Heart Facilitator™ Terms of Use - Each Learner checked a box indicating agreement and compliance
with the following:
Thank you for choosing to become an Add Heart™ Facilitator and joining in the mission to help create a
more heart-connected world. Our joint vision is that you will actively integrate the tools and techniques
contained in the Add Heart Facilitator Course (“AHF Course”) into your life and to share what you have
learned with family, friends and others.
Upon completion of this program you will be an Approved Facilitator, joining with others all around the
world who are choosing to add the qualities of the heart to their lives and the lives of others. Formal
sharing involves guiding people through a process; taking them through an experience of heart-focused
breathing, adding a regenerative emotion, radiating a heart quality and/or using the Inner Balance Trainer.
You will learn basic HeartMath® concepts, science, an effective three step technique for adding heart and
how to use your Inner Balance™ Trainer. You will be instructed on how to share this information in personal
and professional situations.
You will not have a license to commercialize the information you learn. That is, you won’t be able to
advertise using HeartMath trademarks nor charge for standalone HeartMath services. But of course, you
are allowed to share your learning as part of other professional services you provide.
This is a self-paced program, which you will have a full 60 days to complete, so take your time with the
material. What’s important is that you experience the feeling of what you’re learning. Your practice, making
a connection with your own heart’s intelligence, will give you a greater ability to impact the lives of others
in more meaningful ways.
In the AHF Course, you will be able to download materials from HeartMath that are copyrighted. You may
use these copyrighted materials for your personal use and to share with others as learned in the AHF
Course. Only the materials specifically designated for download may be downloaded, copied, or otherwise
reproduced. The copying, downloading, or reproducing in any way of any of the course modules is strictly
prohibited.
In order to assure intellectual property rights protection, you agree that you will not use the HeartMath
trademarks and copyrighted information in handouts, slides, books, articles, Web sites, media outlets, etc.
See www.heartmath.com/trademarks for a complete list of HeartMath trademarks.
We mutually agree that taking or completing this course does not make you an employee of nor do you
represent the HeartMath companies. HeartMath is not liable for your actions and you are not liable for
HeartMath’s actions.
This Agreement has no end date, but your access to the AHF course may be terminated immediately if you
violate the Terms of Use for the AHF Course. These Terms of Use are signed electronically when first
registering in the AHF Course and have the same effect as if signed on paper.

